The study of aging in model systems, such as DrosophMany models for aging fall into two broad categories. ila, C. elegans, and S. cerevisiae would be particularly The first proposes that aging results from accumulated justified if there were a universal mechanism of aging damage that outstrips repair processes. According to affecting these organisms, as well as mammals. A unithe view of some evolutionary biologists, aging occurs versal mechanism would be consistent with a model for in individuals who are past the age of reproduction, aging as the sum of effects on individual cells, rather owing to the absence of any evolutionary selection for than as a process acting at the level of the organism. greater longevity. The second model proposes that There are several suggestions that aging can act at aging reflects a genetic program to cull old individuals the cellular level. First, dysfunction in many organs with from the population. It is worth noting that Pacific age is due to a loss of function of cells. This includes Salmon undergo rapid senescence after spawning the loss of neurons in the brain, leading to a reduction (Finch, 1990) , showing that programmed death can ocin cognition; loss of the subcutaneous fat cell layer, cur. These two ideas are not mutually exclusive, in that leading to a loss of suppleness of the skin; and loss of accumulated damage may be the timing mechanism melanin production in hair follicle melanocytes, leading that triggers a genetic program of aging.
Third, WRN is homologous to a family of DNA heliPossible Molecular Mechanisms of Aging Even at this primitive stage in the identification of genes cases, including recQ of Escherichia coli (Yu et al., 1996) . affecting life span, it is tempting to speculate on possible This connection between Werner's and DNA metabolism molecular mechanisms of aging. I propose four such is consistent with a view that aging is a cellular-autonomechanisms below, which center on the possibility that mous process. More specifically, this finding is consischanges in chromosomes may cause aging. tent with a connection between aging and changes in Telomere Shortening chromosomes, as discussed below.
There is evidence that telomeres shorten in the soma Are system-wide processes also important? An old of people, with time; and in cultured cells, as they divide idea is that aging is due to mechanical wear and tear.
due to the lack of telomerase in these cells. In cultured In fact, there is evidence that elephants and hippopotami human cells that divide toward their limit, telomeres can die of starvation because their teeth have worn shorten, resulting in G1 arrest and senescence (dedown (Finch, 1990) . While this theory is obviously simLange, 1994; Greider and Harley, 1996; Wright and Shay, plistic, it is possible that some changes in people are 1996; Figure 1A ). This block, termed M1, can be overriddue to wear and tear and would occur even if all other den by transforming genes such as T antigen of SV40. aging mechanisms could be halted. These might inHowever, telomeres continue to shorten, and cell death clude, for example, atherosclerosis due to mechanical results in a step termed M2, possibly due to the loss of stress in veins and arteries and lining and wrinkling of essential genes at the ends of chromosomes or a loss of the skin due to repetitive movements and exposure to mitotic stability of shortened chromosomes. Rare clones the elements. that grow out are immortalized and have acquired teBeyond this simple idea of mechanical wear, there is lomerase activity and stabilized telomeres. Thus, a evidence of system-wide deficiencies that occur with model that relates telomere shortening to aging rests age in immunological and endocrinological systems.
solely on correlative data in humans. This correlative data has led to unproven, simplified A limitation of this model is that it is difficult to generalclaims that aging can be reversed by supplementation ize it to other organisms. In mice, telomeres are very with hormones that decline with age, such as melatonin long, and telomerase activity is present in somatic cells. ., 1995) . Most strikingly, clk mutations to the rDNA locus. First, mutations in top3 or sgs1 inlengthen life span. These mutants thus behave as crease recombination within the hundreds of copies of though they have altered the setting of a clock that times rDNA that are tandemly repeated in the genome (Gangmany processes, including life span (Kenyon, 1996 
